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Introduction

H

ollywood played an instrumental role in fueling my passion for teaching.
While eating popcorn and watching films that mesmerized me, such as
To Sir With Love, Stand and Deliver, and The Sound of Music, I imagined myself in
the protagonists’ roles imparting youth with knowledge and serving as their
catalyst for positive growth. Additionally, at 16, my mother—co-owner of a private career counseling business—administered a computer-generated test that
included a possibility from among several hundred vocational options. My
future targeted direction result: ENGLISH TEACHER.
After a detour from graduation to advertising on Madison Avenue, I could
not deny my innate calling to help inspire young minds. A decade after the testtaking, I traded the promising advertising career for another stint at college to
earn a teaching credential and later a master’s degree. It was with this newfound
career that I learned the true definition of having a passion for work. To that
point, I had not understood the advertising man’s yen for pulling late nights at
the office or catching the subway to work before I was fully awake. Once I was
teaching classes and volunteering in the classroom, though, the passion struck
me and fueled my desire to grow professionally each month, each year, even now.
When I secured my first teaching position in early summer, I left the principal’s office laden with textbooks for subjects I would teach. (Even though I was
weighted down by the voluminous texts, I had an energetic bounce in my step.)
I spent that summer planning lessons to prepare myself for the school year.
With a bent for lesson planning, I filled several file cabinet drawers and felt
amply prepared to begin with my newfound calling.
Reflecting upon my first year teaching, though, I realized it was lacking an
overarching organizational structure. I did not receive standards to guide my
instruction, and I sometimes felt anxious about what my next unit of instruction
would be. I felt that most lessons I taught were meaningful and student achievement increased, but I knew viscerally that there was a way I could service my
student-clients much better. It was later in my career that I learned to use standards to help guide my teaching as one significant step to being a better teacher.
After teaching for many years, I transitioned into consulting. As a consultant, I provide various curriculum and instruction workshops, coaching, and
support to various audiences (i.e., conference attendees, districts, school site
staffs, grade level groups, individual teachers) on a number of topics. I am continually working to meet the needs of my teacher-clients, which gave rise to my
work with what I call a Curriculum Year Overview (CYO). Long ago, I thought
about what I could provide to assist teachers and move them ahead along the
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professional continuum. I collaborated with teachers to create standards-based
units, facilitate scoring writing assessments, and offer other professional materials and services, but what I came to realize was that something was needed to
tie all the pieces together. The curriculum and instructional support were not
meant to be used in isolation; they demanded a thread to provide cohesion. It
was then that I thought my clients might benefit from a document that shows
connections between and continuity among the standards-based units of study
and augmented by assessments, skills, guiding questions, resources, and teacher
instructional notes to personalize standards and outline units of study. I then
collaborated with teachers to create an overarching, year-long plan that I have
always called a CYO.
It was not until later that I discovered the work of Heidi Hayes Jacobs and
realized that a CYO actually was a curriculum map. In her book Getting Results
with Curriculum Mapping, Jacobs (2004) defines curriculum mapping as “a
procedure for collecting data about the operational curriculum in a school or
district referenced directly to the calendar.” The aim of this book is to guide
teachers to develop what is included in the actual maps: unit guiding questions,
standards, skills, resources, and assessments. The distinction between this book
and others on curriculum mapping rests largely on the procedure of creating
the finished map. Therefore, I use the terms CYO and curriculum mapping
interchangeably. So, if you are already familiar with curriculum mapping, this
book will elaborate upon the process and enhance what you have already been
doing in this area. If you are new to curriculum mapping, this book offers you
a detailed step-by-step approach to create this kind of document.
I well know that what I present to you in this book rests on the work of
giants in the field of education, including Heidi Hayes Jacobs, Lynn Erickson,
Jay McTighe, and Grant Wiggins. Heidi Hayes Jacobs is especially noteworthy,
as she has been at the forefront of curriculum mapping. Her book Getting
Results with Curriculum Mapping will provide further insight for those embarking upon curriculum mapping projects. It would also behoove those serious
about curriculum mapping to read her earlier book Mapping the Big Picture:
Integrating Curriculum & Assessment K–12 (1997), as well as Keys to Curriculum
Mapping: Strategies and Tools to Make It Work by Susan Udelhofen (2005).
Lynn Erickson has helped me think deeply about concept-based learning
and designing a curriculum that is not fact and activity driven. My copy of her
book Concept-Based Curriculum and Instruction is dog-eared and slightly battered
after much use, as I refer to it often when designing meaningful curriculum for
students. It will allow you, as facilitator, to supplement the discussion of concepts, standards, skills, and more with what you have learned from Lynn
Erickson. Authors Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins (2005) have played a pivotal
role in the world of education and have contributed to my knowledge base as
well. Their book Understanding by Design provides teachers with a framework
and design process from which they can plan units that elicit more understanding from students.
All those mentioned have made significant contributions to the thoughtful
work of providing a rationale, and defining and developing essential questions.
I have gleaned much from the work of these authors as they have further
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1
Definition, Purpose,
and Observations
CURRICULUM YEAR OVERVIEW DEFINITION
A Curriculum Year Overview (CYO), or curriculum mapping document, as the
name implies, maps everything—in all subject areas—that a teacher needs to
cover in a given school year. The CYO accounts for all the content standards
the district or state mandates, along with information that personalizes the
document for each teacher. This can include resources (such as school-adopted
textbooks, a teacher’s favorite trade or picture books, software, and so on), interdisciplinary connections, culminating projects or other assessments, guiding
questions for the unit, skills to be taught, and so forth. For most elementary
school teachers, the CYO must be comprehensive, for it takes into account several subject areas for a self-contained classroom. On the other hand, since a
middle or high school teacher is responsible for only one or two subject areas—
such as social studies, science, a core class of language arts, social studies, or a
similar configuration—the CYO will reflect this. In Chapter 4 are numerous
sample CYOs for primary through high school. For some, there is a “year-at-aglance,” which is a list of the representative topics, units of study, skills, and so
forth, to provide a cursory look at the school year. All sample CYOs include a
comprehensive map of selected monthly units. Participants are directed to these
samples at a designated time in the step-by-step process featured in Chapter 2.
Please keep in mind, however, that no two Curriculum Year Overviews will
look exactly alike, even for the same grade where students are expected to abide
by the same content standards for a school, district, or state. Why? Because
teachers have diverse students, use different textbooks and resources, and possess
individual teaching styles. The samples included in this book are meant to provide guidance, a starting point, and ideas for content and format as you facilitate
an exercise and collaborate with teachers to create a personalized CYO. When the
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curriculum map is crafted, in addition to mapping standards, identifying skills
and assessments, and so forth, it will reflect each teacher’s personal flair and individuality, because an essential element of teaching comes from teachers’ passion
for their profession. Teachers may express their individuality through referencing
an effective resource book that is just right, grouping standards in a specific way,
citing the perfect piece of art to illustrate a concept, identifying a unique authentic assessment, or naming the guest speaker who enhances learning.

PURPOSES OF A CURRICULUM YEAR OVERVIEW
There are many reasons to create a CYO or curriculum map. Here are some that
have inspired me, but you could most likely add to this list your own purposes,
which I may have inadvertently omitted. Following this list is an explanation of
each purpose, based on my experience working with numerous teacher groups.
A CYO can:
1. Provide an outline for the school year.
2. Validate teaching to standards and accountability to using standards as
a guide.
3. Identify skills and concepts embedded in standards and craft guiding
questions.
4. Reference culminating unit assessments.
5. Provide a comprehensive listing of available resources and materials.
6. Allow for support and consistency in a grade level and foster teamwork.
7. Promote articulation from grade to grade.
8. Serve as a marketing and communications tool.
You might exclaim, “A Curriculum Year Overview does all that?” Well, that
is completely up to the teacher group who chooses to create a CYO. I realize that
other curriculum maps may address some of these purposes or additional ones.
However, for my clients, I propose everything that a Curriculum Year Overview
can become. Teachers then decide how comprehensive they want it to be, based
on the time they have available, the effort they choose to put into it, the number
of subjects they teach and wish to include in the document, the way in which
the CYO will be used, and their target audiences (for example, current teachers,
future teachers, community members, administrators, and so on).

PURPOSE EXPLANATIONS
Provide an Outline for the School Year
The foremost reason to create a CYO is to provide teachers with a complete
outline of what is taught from September to June (or year-round, if the school
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education CO2364
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PRIMARY
Curriculum Year Overview Unit Examples
The Curriculum Year Overview samples for primary grades feature a
monthly sampling of interdisciplinary units for certain months only, and not
the entire school year. Teachers can use these samples to see how thematic
interdisciplinary units are mapped and follow this format for their own units of
study. If primary teachers in your group do not teach in an interdisciplinary
fashion, they might refer to the upper elementary single-subject samples.
Remind participants that the CYO serves to provide an overview of what is to be
taught, so these samples are meant to guide teachers when they develop their
own comprehensive units. The following monthly samples are included:
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 4.1: How Plants Grow and Change: Sunflowers
Figure 4.2: Thanksgiving: Appreciation Today and Long Ago
Figure 4.3: Fairy Tales
Figure 4.4: The Change of Seasons
Figure 4.5: Human Body/Senses: Getting to Know Our Bodies

In addition to mapping units, you will find routines that teachers incorporate into their daily classroom instruction. Many standards that primary
teachers are expected to address are included in daily routines. They may stand
alone or might be integrated within a thematic unit on a given day or week. The
routines featured include standards, purpose, program overview, skills, assessments, and resources for the following daily instruction. Examples of following
daily routines are included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 4.6: Daily Routine: Calendar Time
Figure 4.7: Daily Routine: Shared Reading
Figure 4.8: Daily Routine: Community Circle
Figure 4.9: Daily Routine: Read Aloud/Story Time
Figure 4.10: Daily Routine: Journal Writing
Figure 4.11: Daily Routine: Daily Geography
Figure 4.12: Ongoing: Listening/Speaking

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education CO2364
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Figure 4.1
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How Plants Grow and Change: Sunflowers

How Plants Grow and Change: Sunflowers
Timing: October—Grades: Primary
Unit Guiding Questions: 1. How are plants different and alike? 2. How do sunflowers grow and change? 3. How do you
measure the growth of a plant?
McREL STANDARDS

SKILLS

ASSESSMENTS

RESOURCES

Science
• Knows that living things go through a process of
growth and change
• Knows that plants need certain resources for
energy and growth
• Knows the basic needs of plants (e.g., air, water,
nutrients, light)
• Knows that there are similarities and differences in
the appearance and behavior of plants
• Uses the senses to make observations about living
things
• Records information collected about the physical
world (e.g., in drawings, simple data charts)

• Identify the differences
between seeds and
bulbs
• Compare and sort
objects by one
physical attribute (e.g.,
color, shape, texture,
size, weight)
• Label major structures
of common plants
(e.g., stems, leaves,
roots) and of a
sunflower
• Compare/contrast the
growth of a sunflower
with a bulb plant
• Measure sprouts
growing
• Communicate
observations orally
and through drawings
of how sprouts have
grown
• Compare student
growth with sunflower
growth
• Create and extend
patterns using
sunflower seeds and
paper petals
• Estimate and verify
answers to these
questions: When will
the sunflower bloom?
How many seeds in
each flower? How long
will the sunflower live?
• Comprehend and
orally summarize what
is read
• Write with understanding of content
• Write descriptively and
accurately about
content
• Show understanding
of purpose and
audience
• Describe sunflower
and sequence of
lifespan
• Identify pattern of
snowflakes; recreate
pattern
• Make collage representative of content

• Oral
explanation of
the difference
between seeds
and bulbs
• Labeled
drawings of
plant
structures
• Measurements
of sprouts
• Journal
drawings and
oral
explanation of
sunflower’s
growth
• Picture graph
comparing
student and
sunflower
growth
• Pattern art
• Estimates
• Summary of
information
orally to
include main
ideas
• Observation of
classroom
participation
and discussion
• Written
description of
sunflower;
score against
a rubric
• Sequence of a
sunflower’s
lifespan
• Pictures
emulating the
style of
Vincent Van
Gogh
• Depictions of
sunflower’s
growth (writing
and drawing)
in journal
• Pattern
artwork
• Sunflower
collage

• How a Seed Grows
by Helene J. Jordan
• From Seed to Plant
by Gail Gibbons
• Backyard Sunflower
by Elizabeth King
• The Tiny Seed by
Eric Carle
• The Seed Song by
Judy Saksie
• All About Seeds
(Now I Know) by
Susan Kuchalla
• All About Seeds by
Melvin Berger
• Planting a Rainbow
by Lois Ehlert
• Sunflower House by
Eve Bunting
• Stems (Growing
Flowers) by Gail
Saunders-Smith
• Other nonfiction
selections
• “Science Stories:
“New Plants” and
“New Plants Module”
from FOSS (Full
Option Science
System), Lawrence
Hall of Science;
Berkeley, CA
• Sunflowers
• Sunflower seeds and
bulbs
• Rulers
• Journals
• Paper petals
• Math manipulatives
• The Missing
Sunflowers by
Maggie Stern
• A Field of Sunflowers by Neil Johnson
• Journals
• Camille and the
Sunflowers: A Story
About Vincent Van
Gogh by Laurence
Anholt
• Katie and the
Sunflowers by
James Mayhew
• Art supplies

Math
• Knows processes for measuring height using basic
standard and non-standard units
• Makes quantitative estimates and checks them
against measurements
• Collects and represents information about objects
in simple graphs
• Recognizes regularities in a variety of contexts
(e.g., shapes)
• Extends simple patterns
• Understands that patterns can be made by putting
different shapes together or taking them apart
Reading
• Uses mental images based on pictures and print to
aid in comprehension of text
• Uses reading skills and strategies to understand a
variety of informational texts
• Understands the main idea and supporting details
of simple expository information
• Summarizes information found in text (e.g., retells
in own words)
• Relates new information to prior knowledge
Writing
• Uses writing to describe objects
• Writes for different purposes (e.g., to inform)
• Uses conventions of print in writing (e.g., forms
letters in print, uses upper- and lowercase letters,
spaces words and sentences)
• Uses complete sentences in written compositions
• Uses conventions of spelling (e.g., spells high
frequency words, uses letter-sound relationships)
• Uses conventions of capitalization and punctuation
in written compositions
Art
• Uses a variety of basic art materials to create
works of art and express ideas and feelings
• Experiments with a variety of textures and shapes

NOTE: Standards and benchmarks are used and/or adapted by permission of McREL. Copyright © 2004, McREL.
Reprinted from Curriculum Mapping: A Step-by-Step Guide for Creating Curriculum Year Overviews by Kathy Tuchman Glass. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
www.corwinpress.com. Reproduction authorized only for the local school site or nonprofit organization that has purchased this book.
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Figure 4.3
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Fairy Tales

Fairy Tales
Timing: December—Grades: Primary
Unit Guiding Questions: 1. How are fairy tales structured? 2. How are fairy tales alike and different from other
types of literature and from other fairy tales? 3. Why are there different versions of the same fairy tale?
McREL STANDARDS
Reading
• Uses meaning clues (e.g., picture captions, title,
story structure) to aid comprehension and
make predictions about content (e.g., action,
events, character behavior)
• Reads aloud familiar stories with fluency and
expression
• Uses reading skills and strategies to
understand a variety of familiar literary
passages
• Knows the basic characteristics of familiar
genres (e.g., picture books, fairy tales, nursery
rhymes)
• Knows setting, main characters, main events,
sequence and problems in stories
• Understands similarities and differences
within and among literary works (e.g., fairy
tales’ settings, character types, events)
• Knows themes that recur across literary
works (fairy tales)
• Summarizes information found in text (e.g.,
retells in own words)
Writing
• Uses the general strategies of the writing
process: prewriting, drafting and revising,
editing and publishing
• Uses strategies to organize written work (e.g.,
uses a sequence of events)
• Writes in [a particular] genre (i.e., fairy tale)
• Uses descriptive words
• Uses conventions of print in writing (e.g., forms
letters in print, uses upper- and lowercase
letters, spaces words and sentences, includes
margins)
• Uses complete sentences in written
compositions
• Uses conventions of spelling (e.g., spells high
frequency words, uses letter-sound
relationships)

SKILLS/ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENTS

• List eight elements of
a fairy tale and identify
them in literary works
(e.g., begins with
“Once upon a time,”
one character is
wicked, one character
is someone of royalty,
etc.)

• Oral explanation of
the evidence of
eight elements in
a selected fairy
tale

• Identify the basic plot
diagram (“inverted
check”) in fairy tales
• Retell a fairy tale
• Generate alternative
endings to plots
• Compare and contrast
setting, character
types, and events
• Compare and contrast
different versions of the
same fairy tale: (Lon
Po Po with Little Red
Riding Hood; Abuelo
and the Three Bears
with Goldilocks and the
Three Bears; Yeh-Shen
with Cinderella)
• Identify common
themes in fairy tales
• Read with fluency and
expression
• Write a fairy tale using
descriptive words,
sequence, complete
sentences, correct
grammar, and
conventions
• Use the writing
process

• Story maps of
characters, setting,
plot in fairy tales
• Venn diagram
comparing and
contrasting
different versions
of the same fairy
tale
• Oral reading
• Observation of
classroom
participation and
discussion
Through teacher
support or
individually, students
select and produce
writing from these
choices:
• Fairy tale that
moves through a
logical sequence
of events and
describes the
setting, characters,
and events in
detail or extension
of a fairy tale or
different version of
a featured fairy
tale; score against
rubric

RESOURCES
• Rapunzel by
Bernice Chardiet
• Rumpelstiltskin by
Paul O. Zelinsky
• Hansel and Gretel
• Lon Po Po by Ed
Young
• The True Story of
the Three Little
Pigs by Jon
Scieszka
• The Frog Prince
Continued by Jon
Scieszka
• My Father’s
Dragon (chapter
book) by Ruth
Stiles Gannett
• The Paper Bag
Princess by
Robert Munsch
• Heckedy Peg by
Audrey and Don
Wood
• The Twelve
Dancing
Princesses by
Marianna Mayer
• The Illustrated
Book of Fairy
Tales retold by
Neil Philip
• See school,
teacher, and
public libraries for
additional fairy
tales
• Various graphic
organizers

• Uses conventions of capitalization and
punctuation in written compositions

NOTE: Standards and benchmarks are used and/or adapted by permission of McREL. Copyright © 2004, McREL.
Reprinted from Curriculum Mapping: A Step-by-Step Guide for Creating Curriculum Year Overviews by Kathy Tuchman Glass. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
www.corwinpress.com. Reproduction authorized only for the local school site or nonprofit organization that has purchased this book.
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